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Advertising

#01) **St. Jacobs’ Oil the Great German Remedy Ruler**: Folding wooden advertising ruler that opens up to a full 12”. The backside has an illustration of St. Jacobs and a list of ailments treated with the Oil including “ALL DISEASES OF HORSES AND CATTLE.” Used condition, no damage.

#02) **Bickmore Gall Cure Wooden Ruler**: Foot long wooden ruler with Gall Cure advertising on both sides. “A GOOD RULE. Always Keep a box of BICKMORE GALL CURE IN THE BARN.” Handling wear only. This is the first Bickmore Gall Cure ruler that has been recorded.

#03) **Dr. Hess Poultry Remedies Wooden Yard Stick**: Two piece, sliding yard stick advertising Dr. Hess Poultry Remedies given away by Rand’s Royal Blue Grocery of Esmond, Illinois. Wear to the ends of the wooden pieces.

#04) **Baum’s Horse and Stock Food Wooden Crate**: Dove-tailed wooden crate with paper labels on all four sides from Baum’s Castorine Company of Syracuse, NY. 11”x 7 ½”x 5 ½”. The labels are in very good condition generally, especially the examples on the long sides. One end label is missing the upper left corner and the other end panel has had an additional label placed on it by the company. This end label reads: BAUM’S HORSE TONIC / THE NEW FOOD FOR HORSES. This is the first time I have seen this label applied to a Baum’s crate and may have been done after the 1906 Pure Food & Drug Act was enacted. No lid. As I’ve told this story before, Frank Baum, the author of the “Wizard of OZ” was a traveling salesman for his family’s stock food company. Very graphic and colorful crate with an interesting history.

#05) **Bickmore Gall Cure Sign**: Cardboard sign with an illustration of “Doctor” the horse that worked at the Bickmore Gall Cure factory in Old Town, Maine. The sign is nicely matted and framed and ready to hang on the wall. The image size, due to the mat, is slightly smaller that the complete 8”x 10” sign. There are two corner creases that are evident on close examination. One in the upper left corner into the “B” in Bickmore and one in the lower right corner involving the “S” in horse. This latter crease is hardly noticeable. I have not examined the sign further, out of the frame. Only two previous examples of this early pre-1906 CURE sign have been recorded. Great looking, early sign that is ready to hang.

#06) **Cincinnati Veterinary College Diploma, 1911**: Large and impressive diploma issued to Henry Alspangh and conferring on him the title of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM). The Cincinnati Veterinary College was a private college established in 1900 and which lasted until c1920. Dr. Louis Cook D.V.S. was the Dean. This “for profit” college existed in the same vein as the Chicago Veterinary College and the McKillips Veterinary College. The students attended, typically, a three year course of study and had to pass examinations. The diploma is nicely framed and matted, but does have obvious creases and wrinkling of the thick paper. Total size with the frame is 24½”x 18 ½”. This is the first diploma from this college that I have seen and it is an important historical document of the history of Veterinary Medicine is America. A collection of early veterinary diploma’s would be quite a sight.

#07) **Dr. Clayton’s Cat Remedies Advertising**: Double-sided framed and matted Championship Cat Show entry form from 1926 that has Dr. Clayton’s Cat Remedies logo on one side and his logo and a list of all his Cat Remedies on the other. Dr. Clayton operated out of Chicago and this Cat Show was in Indianapolis, Indiana. Overall size with frame is 18”x 12”. Two old fold marks are visible on close examination. This is framed so that both sides can be viewed. Rare item for the cat collector.

#08) **Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies Advertising Window Card**: Framed and matted cardboard “window card” advertising Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies are “A REMEDY FOR EVERY DISEASE.” The photo image in the center is English Setter, Knight of the Heather. Overall image size with the frame is 23”x 18”. Scuffs and water drip marks are evident. Window Cards were placed in the windows of stores to get the attention of passing people and bring them into the store. Beautifully framed and ready to hang.

#09) **Corn States Serum Company Calendar, 1924**: This is a cardboard single month section for April, 1924. It describes “Loyalty” and illustrates Paul Revere’s Ride while stating that loyalty is the cornerstone of the company’s business with graduate veterinarians. 10”x 4 ¾”. Corn States Serum Company was in Omaha, Nebraska. Excellent condition.

#10) **Dr. Daniels’ Emergency Case, c1904**: This is the first, an only, Dr. Daniels’ Emergency Cast of this style I have ever seen or heard about. 9 ½”x 7 ½”x 7”. This early example pre-dates the longer toolbox style cases that are more available. This wooden case has a top metal handle and plaque engraved with: DR DANIELS / VETERINARY / MEDICINES / No. 1 STANIFORD ST. / BOSTON MASS. The case has its original lock and metal corner protectors. Unfortunately, the interior paper label is missing. This case is illustrated in color on the inside back cover of the Dr. Daniels’ Medicine booklet dated 1904. The case shows some average wear but is intact and would make a great backdrop for displaying your Daniels’ medicine collection.
#11) Dr. Daniels’ Wooden Thermometer: Small size wooden thermometer advertising a hardware store from Atlanta, New York on the top portion and Dr. Daniels’ Home Remedies on the bottom. 15” x 4”.  Directions for use, are printed on the reverse.  There is old varnish over the top and damage to the very top as seen.  A new nail hole was drilled at the top at some point.

#12) Dr. Daniels’ Wooden Thermometer: Small size wooden thermometer advertising a leather goods store from Jamestown, New York on the top portion and Dr. Daniels’ Home Remedies on the bottom. 15” x 4”.  Directions for use, are printed on the reverse.  This thermometer is slightly different from most, as there is no groove cut into the wood in which the actual thermometer sits.  Paint is generally worn with damage to the original nail hole at the top.

#13) Dr. Daniels’ Related Calendar, 1908: Paper calendar put out by George Lewis & Company of Oran, New York and advertising that “WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF DR. A. C. DANIELS’ FAMOUS VETERINARY REMEDIES…”  Today, Orin is described as a hamlet between Syracuse and Cazenovia, New York.  18” x 11”.  It has a full calendar pad for 1908, but the top, January sheet is detached.  The edges of the illustrated portion are very rough with tears and paper losses.  Careful placing of a mat would frame out a majority of this edge damage. Early calendar advertising Dr. Daniels’ Remedies.

#14) Dr. Daniels’ Ceramic Advertising Cat: White cat with green eyes and a green neck ribbon sits on a black base embossed: DR. DANIELS CAT REMEDIES.  Oral history from the Dr. Daniels’ Company, which is still in business, believes that about a dozen of these cats were produced in the late 1950’s or early 1960’s as gifts to their major distributors at the time.  The Dr. Daniels’ Company retains one example in their collection and the first one I sold came from a Vermont collection in 1998.  It brought $3450.  Since that time I sold another in 2008 for $2400, McMurray sold one in 2011 for $2200, and one sold on eBay in 2013 for $2700.  All of these were in excellent condition.  Finally, one sold on eBay in October 2017, with damage, for $385.  That is the history of these cats as I know it. Seven or eight examples are in collections and possibly 4-5 are still out there.  The cat offered today is 10” x 4” x 7” and is in excellent condition except for a slight bit of wear on the top edge of its right ear.  There are also a couple of tiny, tiny wear spots on the back.  These cats are now over 50 years old and considered vintage. Auction results over the last 20 years confirm that they are highly prized by veterinary collectors.  No reserve.

#15) Dr. Daniels’ Advertising Dog Counter Display: Life size advertising dog made of plaster or chalk c1930.  His collar is embossed “DR. DANIEL’S” while the base is embossed “DOG & CAT REMEDIES.”  19” x 8 ½” x 11”.  He is currently painted as a Boston Terrier, but this is not his original paint job.  He was originally repainted at some point in his life.  At 80 years old he does have some wear and tear.  The base has several small chips on the edge, while the dog has small superficial chips here and there.  The worst of these is on his right jowl.  The most significant damage is to his right ear tip.  The tip has been knocked off and re-glued.  I sold this guy back in 1997 and he is now making a return engagement.  Since I sold him, I am aware of only one additional example coming to light.  I know of two additional examples in collections, one of which we believe to have the original paint.  The others are repainted.  So, to my current knowledge, four (4) of these advertising, counter display dogs exist.  Such a rare occurrence to have both the Ceramic Cat and this dog appear in the same auction consigned by different owners.  This dog sold for $525 twenty years ago. Value today?  You will be the judge.

#16) Dr. Daniels’ Tin Front Display Cabinet: Wooden display cabinet that would have been used to sell their remedies in country stores, stables, and blacksmith shops c1900.  Dr. Daniels’ face and illustrations of all his medicines are on the top portion of the tin front, while a list of his medicines and their prices are on the bottom portion.  This is identified as the second variant tin front as this style has the medicines Physic Ball and Witch Hazel at the bottom.  An earlier style is missing these medicines and a later style has no medicines listed at all.  29” x 21” x 8”.  This cabinet retains its original finish, but is missing the original lock and there is damage to the cabinets right upper edge where a piece of molding has been broken off.  The tin front is in very good condition overall with scattered oxidation spots, but no significant damage.  The colors are bright.  The inside back panel is stenciled from the Goodnow Company, General Agent from Philadelphia, probably the top distributor for Dr. Daniels’ medicines in America at the time.  It has the stenciled number #3479 on the back panel.  I am not sure of this number’s significance, if any.  Very collectible, honest cabinet that I would estimate in the $1500-2500 range.

#17) Detroit Veterinary Dental College Diploma:  This diploma was issued to James Hiland in 1917 and conferred on him the title of Doctor of Veterinary Dentistry.  This “college” was a mail order diploma mill started in 1904 by J. E. Hodgens V.S. and V.D. and T. H. Haskett, D. V. D. in Detroit, Michigan.  The pupil, after paying a matriculation fee, was issued a two volume veterinary dental booklet to study.  A final exam was sent by the college, completed by the pupil, and the diploma was issued.  The diploma looks quite impressive with its embossed, red seal.  Total size is 22 ½” x 18 ½” in what appears to be its original wooden frame.  There is some vertical edge “wrinkling” of the paper, but no damage is obvious.  This will be a real curiosity item hanging on your wall.

#18) Dr. Gray’s Ointment Cardboard Display Box with Six Tins: Original shipping and display box with the lid and its full compliment of six (6) tins.  This was an ointment used to CURE saddle Galls on horses.  It was produced by F. M. Stevens of Rumford, Maine.  The original box label is on the side of the box.  7 ½” x 2 ½” x 2 ¼”.  The paper labels on the tins are stained and toned, but unique, complete display items such as this are almost impossible to find.
#19) **Glover’s Imperial Dog Medicines Store Display with Product:** Cardboard display with four (4) different packages of worming medicine for dogs with ten (10) overall packages. Hook, Whip, and Roundworm packages for puppies (4), adult dog with six capsules (4), adult dog with 18 capsules (1), and Tapeworm Remedy package (1) for ten total packages original to this display. Colorful illustration of a smiling veterinarian holding a puppy with a bandaged front leg is on the top portion of the display. The front on the display reads: BUY THEM HERE TODAY and has a double meaning as they mean the worm medicines but also a second meaning. On the sides of the display is printed “BUY WAR STAMPS AND BONDS” so we can date this to the 1941-45 time period and it has a patriotic meaning as well as a veterinary meaning. The only damage is some light horizontal creasing near the top of display. Never seen anything like this before and thus impossible to accurately estimate, but I’d have to say $300 and up. No reserve.

#20) **Dr. Hess & Clark Dairy Health Chest:** Metal “Emergency” chest that could be mounted on the wall of a barn or milking parlor for fast access to needed veterinary remedies. 12”x 8”x 4 ½”. This is the first and only example of this chest I have ever seen. The only similar examples are emergency chests put out by Flemings’ Veterinary Remedies, but I haven’t seen one of those since 2002. The paint on the edges of the door is a little nicked up, but that is about it damage wise. Neat little display to go with your Hess & Clark bottles and boxes.

#21) **Dr. Hess Stock Tonic Poster:** Paper poster showing the compared milk production profits of two cows, one cow was given Dr. Hess’ Stock Tonic and the other cow was not. All other factors were supposedly equal. Can it be any surprise that the Stock Tonic fed cow did better? 24 ½”x 18 ½” image size. It is currently in a black wooden frame. Poster has some scattered spotty water drip spots and dirt marks from handling. There are also some light creases and edge tears that don’t really have an impact. Advertising from Dr. Hess of Ashland, Ohio is pretty scarce and this is the first example of this poster that I have seen. This should be of interest to you Dairy collectors out there.

#22) **Dr. Hess Improved Stock Tonic Shipping Box:** Cardboard shipping box that once held 36 packaged of Dr. Hess Stock Tonic. 12”x 11”x 13”. From Hess & Clark of Ashland, Ohio.

#23) **International Stock Food Company Shipping Box:** This cardboard box once held one dozen International Louse Killer canisters. Company name printed on one side and Louse Killer ID on one side. 7”x 12”x 10”. This would make a nice go-with for a display of International medicines.

#24) **International Stock Food, “Before and After” Advertising Photos:** Framed and matted photos of trotting horse, Billy Mack. The photo on the left shows a scrawny and emaciated horse with a caption: BILLY MACK 2.11 1/4. // BEFORE EATING INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD. The numerical 2.11 ¼ is the fastest mile Billy Mack is credited as trotting. The photo on the right shows a sleek and healthy Billy Mack. The caption under this photo reads: BILLY MACK 2.11 1/4. // AFTER EATING INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD. Overall size of the two framed and matted photos is 23”x 11”. The photos show old crease marks. I have not examined these out of the frame to determine if these are vintage photos or they were reproduced by the International Stock Food Company for this advertising. I did find on the web, that Billy Mack was sold in a horse auction in 1905, so we can date this advertising to c1900-10. Very unusual. Framed and ready to hang.

#25) **International Stock Food Poster #41, Directum 2:05 1/4:** Ornately detailed poster with a colorful image of THE KING OF TROTTERS, Directum with his mile record of 2:05 ¼. Directum was foaled in 1889, trotted his record mile in 1892, and was purchased by Marion Savage, the owner if the International Stock Food Company, for $12,100 in 1901. He was the world champion trotter for seven years. The caption of this lithograph states that this poster was produced from a photograph of Directum taken in 1902. Poster size is 27 ½”x 21”. This poster was never folded, so it does NOT have any fold lines. The central image is crisp and bright with Directum being very detailed. The condition of this poster is magnificent with the boldest colors that make it look like it was printed yesterday. The poster has been professionally de-acidified and laid on linen. There are only a couple of minor edge tears that have been professionally sealed. I really like the overall design with the swag border of yellow and red. Opening bid is $200. The conservation for this poster cost that much. Directum died at the ISF Farm in 1909. The perfect poster for the person interested in trotting horses.

#26) **International Poultry Food Poster #66, The Egg Lady:** To my knowledge, this is a unique small size poster from the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. The Illustration is a farmer’s wife feeding her hen from a box of International Poultry Food as the hen sits on a mountain of eggs. I’ve always called her the “egg lady.” This is the only small size poster example of this image I have ever seen. Typically, in the large format poster versions, the egg lady has dark hair. In this example, she is a blonde. I have only seen ONE large poster with her as a blonde. The condition is very good with bold, bright colors. There is damp stain along the bottom and lower side edges that does not affect the image. There are also a couple of old horizontal fold lines and a crease in the upper left corner. Framed and matted, this poster image will overpower these condition issues. The only known example of the “Blonde Egg Lady” in the small size format.
#27) **Pratts Food Advertising Calendar, 1902**: Bright and extremely colorful cardboard calendar from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. 15”x 9” and is currently in a black frame, ready to hang. There is a partial calendar pad for the year 1902. The cardboard top portion has some edge creases and some corner wear, but the bold colors and framing draw your eye away from these imperfections. This is the earliest Pratt’s calendar I have recorded.

#28) **Sturtevant’s Imperial Egg Food Poster**: A fantastic, early (c1890) lithographic poster from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. This huge poster (19”x 27” image size) has great color and a lot of action. The men at the top are shoveling Imperial Egg Food into a trough. As the chickens eat, the massive number of eggs produced, are rolling down the ramp into the waiting hands of the packers who are loading the eggs on the train. This is an egg assembly line. The wording at bottom left describes all the benefits of Imperial Egg Food including the Cure and Prevention of all Poultry Diseases. The poster has been professionally de-acidified and laid on linen. The only damage is one short tear in the top edge, just above the second “G” in Egg, which has been professionally sealed making it almost invisible. Without this, the poster could be considered in mint original condition. A few examples have sold over the years with most in the $1500-3000 range. Today, I’d estimate it at $1000-2000 and lets start the bidding at $500.

#29) **Kow Kure Metal, Double-sided Flange Sign**: Flange sign, meaning it is double-sided and sticks out from the wall. The mounting bracket is at a 90 degree angle to the sign as it is mounted on a wall. 12 ½”x 9 ½”. This is a pre-1906 advertising sign from the Dairy Association Company of Lyndonville, VT. Later, the company changed the remedy name to Kow Kare. Side shown is generally excellent without damage. Reverse side (see photo on website) is very good but does show weathering vertically, down the middle. Some of this might clean up with a light polishing. This is the only example I have recorded as it previously sold in 2014 for $325. Veterinary flange signs are extremely rare for early examples such as this. They seldom come up for auction and I think the consigner got a steal when he bought this one in 2014. Estimate $300-500.

#30) **Moyer’s Veterinary Products Metal Sign**: Embossed, blue and white metal sign reading: WE USE / MOYER’S / FAMOUS / VETERINARY PRODUCTS. 13 ½”x 10”. We have sold several Moyer’s veterinary medicines over the years but this is the first example of this sign I have recorded. Some wear and light oxidation, mostly in the corners and outside the white border line. It displays very well and would look great in a frame.

#31) **Veterinarian’s License Badge #141**: Metal license badge from New Hampshire in 1933. Apparently, instead of the paper license you get today, in New Hampshire, you were issued a yearly badge. This one expired on August 7, 1933. 2”x 1 ¼”.

#32) **Sergeant’s Worm Capsule Counter Top Display**: Die-cut, cardboard display for SURE SHOT CAPSULES from the Polk Miller Corp. of Richmond, Virginia and dated 1926. 15”x 10”. Four Cocker Spaniel puppies are encouraging you to keep your dog healthy with Sergeant’s Dog Medicines. This stand up display is missing its original easel back, which could be easily replaced or it could be framed, as is. There is general edge wear and spotty paper losses, but this thing is so cute that any collectors should want it. It’s only a matter of what the high bidder is willing to pay.

#33) **Sharp and Smith Metal Veterinary Bookmark**: Advertising bookmark from the Sharp and Smith Veterinary Supply Company of Detroit. They were known as a major veterinary instrument company c1910. 4”x 1”. Very unusual give away item. We sold one other example in 2005, so these are pretty scarce.

#34) **Dr. C. H. Stocker’s Worm Eradicator Sign**: This early sign is printed on fabric and designed to have been nailed on a fence, barn, or the side of a store. The Eradicator was produced by Samuel Wilson of Greenbush, MA. 15”x 19”. Nice wood cut illustration of a horse in the center. Condition is excellent with no obvious damage. It is currently shrink wrapped. First example of this fabric sign I have seen.

**Paper Ephemera**

#35) **Dr. John Claris Advertising Envelope**: Envelope from the veterinary hospital of Dr. John Claris of Buffalo, NY. It is postmarked September 1917 and was addressed to Gardenville, NY. The illustration on the left is Dr. Claris’ hospital on Clinton Street, in Buffalo. Opened at the right end.

#36) **Dr. John Claris Advertising Price List**: This is a unique paper item, to my knowledge. This appears to be an original lithographed label for the 50 cent size of Dr. Claris’ White Liniment while on the reverse he has printed his price list of veterinary remedies. The label side is in full color and illustrates an elephant and horse in an Arabian setting along with the Claris’ hospital. Excellent condition.

#37) **Dr. John Claris “The Horse” Booklet**: Promotional booklet of 110 pages by Dr. John Claris of Buffalo, NY. Booklet has many real photo images of the interior of his hospital and pharmacy where his veterinary medicines were produced and packaged. The booklet also has several color illustrations of this medicine labels. 8”x 5 ¼”. Cover has some chipping at the corners and a tear about 1 ½” up from the bottom at the spine. Interior is clean. The last one of these we sold was in 2011 and it brought $275. While paper ephemera has been quite soft lately, this rare booklet should generate some excitement.
#38)  **Clayton’s “Treatise on the Dog”**: Booklet from Dr. George Clayton, V. S. of Chicago and the maker of Clayton’s Dog and Cat Medicines. 6 ¾”x5”. No date, but the lady on the cover is dressed in 1920’s era clothes. Many of the pages are dog-eared. In my experience, this is a very rare edition from this company with the green overprinting on the cover.

#39)  **Delcreo Kennel Manual**: This booklet of dog treatment was produced by the Delson Chemical Company of Brooklyn, NY, makers of Delcreo Dog Remedies. It contains 40 pages, was copyrighted in 1925, and measures 5 ¾”x4 ½”. The condition is excellent and looks unused. I have only recorded three different Delcreo Dog Remedies in over 20 years.

#40)  “**For Your Dog**” by Dr. Cecil French: Sixty-four page booklet by Dr. Cecil French published in 1931 from Victoria, British Columbia. Dr. French started out in Washington D. C. where his name was spelled ffrench and his company was the ffrench Remedy Company. He named his medicines eff-eff Preparations. 6 ¼”x 4 ¾”. As new condition.

#41)  **Gleason’s Veterinary Hand Book and System of Horse Taming**: This is a huge, 520 page book with extensive writing of horse ailments and treatments. Published in 1900 by Thompson & Thomas of Chicago. The cover has some very minor spine wear, but the interior pages are excellent as the book looks unused.

#42)  **Dr. Glover’s “Diseases of the Dog and How to Feed”-1897**: This is the first paperback edition of this classic dog booklet published by Dr. Glover in 1897. 6”x 4 ½” with thirty pages of dog treatment using Dr. Glover’s remedies. The spine shows slight fading of the red color, but the interior pages are, like new.

#43)  **Dr. Glover’s “Diseases of the Dog and How to Feed”**: This is a very scarce 1923 edition of this classic dog booklet. It has a blue cover, 32 pages, and measures 5 ¾”x 4 ¼”. The right edge of the cover shows some handling smudges and a few of the first pages have a tiny corner dog-ear. I have only recorded selling one previous example and that was all the way back in 1996. If your want to complete a run of these Dr. Glover booklets, you probably need this edition.

#44)  **Richard Goodwin’s Dog and Cat Booklet**: Sixty-four-page booklet by Richard Goodwin of Los Angeles, California. Mr. Goodwin was somewhat of a showman as he dressed his dogs in costumes and did dog trick shows on the streets of Los Angeles promoting his line of dog medicines. This booklet is dated 1928. 6”x 4 ½”. Filled with testimonials and typical dog disease treatments. He called his flea powder simply, “Murder.” Rare booklet has some mild moisture drips on the cover and typical handing wear. I’ve never seen one of his medicines.

#45)  **Dr. J. J. Mamer’s Veterinary Hospital Postcard**: Color postcard, pre-1907, showing the front of Dr. Mamer’s hospital with his dog & cat ambulance. Huge images of a dog are mounted on the sides of the horse drawn ambulance. Card has corner creases and a couple of scuffs. There is no information on where Dr. Mamer was located, but a copy of this card was printed in the AVMA Journal in 2013 as part of an article on veterinary history. Rare card.

#46)  **SAL-VET, “They Doctor Themselves”**: Booklet from the SAL-VET Company of Cleveland, Ohio. 5 ½”x 3 ¼”. Sixteen pages of how you never seen a vet as Sal-Vet Stock Tonic will allow your livestock to treat themselves. Light toning.

#47)  **Veterinary Booklets, Lot of Two (2)**: “Polk Miller Dog Book” dated 1922 marketing Sergeant’s Dog Remedies and “Veterinary First Aid Hints” produced by the Hanford Company, maker of Balsam of Myrrh. Average condition.

Patent Medicines

#48)  **Acme Louse Killer**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from Quebec, Canada. Outstanding color label with many animals illustrated. 5 ¼”x 3”. This is in MINT original condition. Bright and crisp.

#49)  **Acme Poultry Food**: Unopened box with paper label and contents from Quebec, Canada. 7 ½”x 5”x 2 ½”. Beautiful and ornate color label really stands out. Used to make hens lay and fatten for market. Condition is excellent and it is currently shrink wrapped. This is the first example of this Poultry Food that I have recorded in over 20 years of keeping records in my Compendium. Very nice shelf piece.

#50)  **American Bird Bitters**: Bottle with paper labels, partial contents and box from American Bird Products, Inc. of New York. 6 ½”x1 ¼”x ¾”. Used for canaries and other caged birds for Loss of Song, Asthma, and Hard Breathing. Labels are super bright and clean. The box is missing the top flaps, but otherwise excellent and really compliments the bottle.

#51)  **Dr. Barber’s Remedy for Colic**: Bottle with paper labels and box from the Barber Medicine Company of Barre, Vermont. 4 ½”x1 ½”x 1”. Box has top flaps torn but present. Bottle label is slightly faded. These Barber medicines always get a lot of interest and use to turn up in every auction, but I have not had a single offering since 2014 and 2011.

#52)  **Barker’s Gape Remedy for Poultry**: Unopened wooden canister with a wrap around paper label and contents from the Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia, PA. 3 ¾”x 1 ¾”. Label is toned an even brown. This is the first example of this medicine I have recorded.
#53) **Barker’s Lice Powder for Poultry**: Unopened box with contents from the Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia, PA. 6"x 3 3/4"x 2". Used as a dusting powder. Colors are strong. One scuff on the reverse where an old price sticker was applied, otherwise original condition.

#54) **Barker’s Mineralized Mixture for Hogs**: Unopened, 2 1/2 pound package with contents from the Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia, PA. 8"x 5"x 2". Condition is near mint, original with strong red color and no damage. This is the first example of this product that I have recorded.

#55) **Baum’s Poultry Food / Tonic**: Unopened box with contents from the United Breeders Company of America in Syracuse, NY. Baum’s Castorine Company of Syracuse originally produced Stock Food and Poultry Food (see wooden crate in advertising section) but they obviously sold the name and / or the formula for their Poultry Food at some point. This box was sold after the 1906 Drug Act as a sticker with the word “TONIC” has been glued over the original “Food” that was printed on the box. There is also a chipped Drug Act disclaimer label applied on the bottom front which would have covered up the words, “GREATEST CURE…” that you can partially see. The reverse has another large label with new information applied to the back. This box was most likely printed pre-1900 and they just kept using the boxes after 1906 with slight modifications. Box has some handling wear along the top edge and the left side seam is starting to become unglued. No product is leaking, however. 7 1/2"x 4 1/2"x 2 1/4". Great poultry offering and only the second recorded.

#56) **Benbow’s Alterative Mixture for Dogs**: Embossed, unopened bottle with paper label and original contents that was produced in England and distributed in America by E. Fougera & Company of New York City. This same U.S. company produced the Carey’s Pills for Young Turkeys tin that I sold in the last auction. This bottle is embossed: BENBOW’S / DOG MIXTURE. 6"x 1 3/4”. This is a fairly common bottle without a label, but quite scarce this complete and original.

#57) **Bickmorine Powder**: Tall style tin with a shaker top from The Bickmore Company of Old Town, Maine. Used for wounds and sores on horses and cattle. 4 1/2"x 2 1/2"x 1 1/2”. Paper ingredient label is applies to the top edge. Condition is very good with just mild handling wear.

#58) **Madam Blumer’s Egg Saver**: Unopened cardboard canister with a paper label and contents. No information about the location of Madam Blumer. 2 3/4”x 1 1/4”. Egg producer and vegetable food product. Oxidation to the metal top and bottom. Label is clean. First example I have recorded.

#59) **Bourbon Lice Killer**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from Bourbon Remedy Company of Lexington, KY. 7”x 3”. Nice strong colors on the label with no damage. Excellent condition. Scarce company with a great name.

#60) **Bourbon Poultry Remedy**: Bottle with paper label, partial contents, and box from the Bourbon Remedy Company of Lexington, KY. 6 1/2"x 2”. Used for the treatment of Cholera, Limberneck, Roup, and Gapes. The bottle label is in very good condition with just some minor stain along the top edge on the reverse. The box has significant damage to the top as you can see. It is stable on all four sides with the illustration on the front clean. This is the first example of this medicine I have recorded and only the fourth, different remedy from this company with a total census of seven examples.

#61) **Dr. Carey’s G.E.S.S. for Horses**: Embossed bottle with paper label, contents, large folded paper insert and box from the Carey G.E.S.S. Medicine Company of Binghamton, NY. Embossed: BINGHAMTON, N.Y. // THE CAREY / G.E.S.S. / MEDICINE CO. // BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 6"x 1 1/4”x 1”. G.E.S.S. stands for The Great English Sweeny Specific. Label list cures obtained for Sweeny, Strains, Galls, and Garget. Label has some light scattered toning. Box is missing the top flaps and has tape applied to the top edge. Interesting and unusual bottle from when Dr. Carey was located in Binghamton. (See next example).

#62) **Dr. Carey’s Great Eastern Liniment for Horses and Cattle No. 12**: Embossed bottle with paper label from the HIT Medicine Company of Elmira, NY. Embossed: HIT // ELMIRA, N.Y. Photo on the label shows a man (probably Dr. Carey) rubbing this liniment on the leg of a horse while he is also holding up a package of the liniment to the camera. Dr. Carey moved his medicine company to several different cities in upstate, New York over the years. He also changed the company’s name, it seems, with each new location. 9 1/4”x 2 3/4”x 1 1/2”. This bottle has two labels applied to the front panel. The bottom portion of the top label is missing, therefore showing the company name and address on the underneath label. Dr. Carey probably did this as a result of a move to a different city and wanted to use up his stock of medicine. Label is worn, but has all the information to identify it and is an interesting transition example as it is the first example with this name that I have recorded.

#63) **Champion Colic Cure**: Bottle with paper labels and box from the Champion MFG. Company of Philadelphia. Box illustrated with a colicky horse rolling on the ground. Paper label on the reverse measures this bottle out into five doses. “THIS CURE WAS FORMULATED BY THE FOREMOST VETERINARY COLLEGE IN THE COUNTRY AND USED MORE THAN 20 YEARS WITHOUT A FAILURE IN ANY CASE.” Bottle label is excellent. The box is missing the top flaps. Cotton has been glued to the cork to seal the bottle, which has some dried interior contents. 8”x 2 1/2”x 1”. Early Horse Colic Cure. 
#64) **ChickQ**: Unopened box with contents from the Redwood Laboratories of Redwood Falls, MN. 4 ¾"x 1 ½"x 1". This was used to treat cholera and Bowel Troubles in Poultry and Blackhead in Turkeys. Looks like the original blue color has partially faded in places. Scarce poultry remedy.

#65) **Chickwell Baby Chick Louse Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Interstate Medical Co., of Kingsley, Iowa. 4 ½"x 2". Illustration on the front shows a hen holding a canister of this powder in her foot and powdering her chicks. Excellent original condition.

#66) **Cinch Horse Wormer**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Franklin Serum Company of Denver, CO. 4"x 1 ¾". Strong colors on the label and in excellent condition. This canister was a dose for a 1000 pound horse.

#67) **Dr. Clayton’s Blood Purifying and Cooling Tablets for Cats and Kittens**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, folded paper insert and box from the Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. Used for impure conditions of the blood. 3 ¼"x 1 ¼"x 1 ¾". A cat is illustrated on the front of the box. Bottle and label are near mint, bright and clean. The box is missing the top flaps, but displays very well. This is the third example of this scarce Cat & Kitten medicine that I have recorded, the last sold eleven years ago for a hammer price of $275. This is sold without reserve, so you will set the new price.

#68) **Dr. Clayton’s Ketaraline for Cats and Kittens**: Bottle with paper label, partial evaporated contents and box from the Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. A cat is illustrated on the front of the box. 3 ¼"x 1 ¼"x 1". Used to reduce Fever and Coughs due to Colds. The dose for a kitten was 2 drops every 2-4 hours. Bottle and label are near mint, bright and clean. The box is missing the top flaps otherwise it would be excellent as well. I have offered Ketaraline Tablets for Dogs several times over the years, but this is the first example boxed for cats and kittens that I have ever seen and it is a liquid medicine.

#69) **Dr. Clayton’s Puppy Tonic**: Bottle with paper label, dried contents and box from Dr. George Clayton, V. S. of Chicago. This was indicated if the puppy shows a bloated condition of the abdomen, is listless, irritable, and whines. 5"x 1 ¼"x 1". The top edge of the bottle label has some damage, but is hardly noticeable due to the dried contents in the bottle. The box top has torn flaps. Dr. Clayton’s Dog Medicines are always in demand.

#70) **Common Sense Horse Liniment**: Bottle with paper label on three sides from Jackson & Company of Quincy, Illinois. The bottle is 5 ½"x 1 ½"x 1 ½". Label is toned overall.

#71) **Conkey’s Poultry Tonic**: Unopened box with paper label and contents from the G. E. Conkey Company of Cleveland, Ohio. 6 ¾"x 5 ¼"x 2". Labeled as a Regulator, Laying Tonic, Molting Powder, and Chick Conditioner. Box is dated 1915. Some minor wear to the lower left side panel and the upper right side panel. The front panel displays very well. The only other example of this Tonic I have recorded was sold on eBay in 2016 for $260. I’m not sure we can expect that same result, but it gives you an idea of its desirability. Someone had to be the underbidder.

#72) **Conkey’s Scaley Leg Remedy**: Unopened canister with paper label from the G. E. Conkey Company of Cleveland, Ohio. The label has the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer, so call it c1910. 4 ¼"x 2 ½". Illustration in the center of the front panel is a scaly chicken foot. Label is in excellent condition but it does have fading of the red color in the word Conkey’s. There is also a small price sticker of 60 cents over the original labeled price. According to my records, this is the first example of this Conkey’s Scaley Leg Remedy that has ever been recorded.

#73) **Dr. Daniels Canine Worm Expeller**: Glass canister with an early paper label showing Dr. Daniels’ face between the legs of a Bulldog. This label has the company’s Milk Street address. 3 ¼"x 1 ¾". Some minor paper loss to the label. The cork closure is missing. Only one previous example has been recorded and that was in 2001. Early and scarce Dr. D Dog Medicine.

#74) **Dr. Daniels’ Distemper Tablets for Dogs and Puppies**: Glass canister with original contents and a wrap around paper label. 3 ½"x 3/4". Some minor spots on the label are the only problems. This label style is slightly later than the previous lot.

#75) **Dr. Daniels’ Fleeko for Pets**: Cork top bottle with a paper label all around and images of a cat and dog. Used as a “brightening agent for Angora, Persian, and Coon cats.” Also it describes mixing Fleeko with Kerosene and combing through the cats coat. 2 ½"x 1". Labeled is toned and has some minor top edge paper losses.

#76) **Dr. Daniels Carbo-Negus**: Unopened, embossed bottle with contents and paper label. This is an early example having the company’s Staniford Street address. 6"x 2"x 1”. Embossed: CARBO-NEGUS / DISINFECTANT DEODORIZER / PURIFIER & INSECTICIDE. The label extends to three sides and has some minor paper loss to the extreme right edge, but not affecting any of the print. Great image of Dr. Daniels’ on the front panel.

#77) **Dr. Daniels Carbo-Negus**: Unopened, embossed bottle with contents and paper label. 6 ½"x 2 ½"x 1”. Embossed: DR. DANIELS’ CARBO-NEGUS / DISINFECTANT DEODORIZER / PURIFIER & INSECTICIDE. This example is slightly later than the previous lot having slightly different embossing and coming from the Milk Street address. Excellent condition.
#78) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Salve (Gall Cura)**: Lithographed tin with complete original contents, never used: This is the transition style name moving from Gall Cura (the original) to Gall Salve (the later). 3”x 1½”. Excellent condition.

#79) **Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Physic Ball**: Cardboard box with one Physic Ball for horses, mules and colts. Used to treat. One end flap is torn but still present. 2 ¼”x 1”x 1”. These are fairly scarce.

#80) **Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Cough, Cold, Distemper and Fever Drops**: Embossed, unopened bottle with paper label, contents, paper inserts and box. Embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS / COUGH COLD & FEVER DROPS / BOSTON, MASS, U.S.A. This is the much scarcer, large $1.00 size. 5 ¼”x 2”x 1 ¼”. Excellent condition, with a clean and bright label. Box is missing top flaps.

#81) **Dr. Daniels’ Pileozion or Wonder Worker**: Amber, embossed, 12 sided bottle with paper label and contents. Bottle embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS’ INC / BOSTON, MASS, U.S.A. 5”x 1 ½”. Label has one small stain and some wear along the bottom edge. This is the small size (25 cent) Wonder Worker.

#82) **Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion**: Embossed bottle with contents, paper label, folded insert, and box. Embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS’ / WONDER WORKER LOTION / NATURES HEALER FOR MAN OR BEAST / BOSTON, MASS. U.S.A. Label is printed with, “WONDER WORKER LINIMENT” and “NATURES CURE FOR WOUNDS.” 6 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ¼”. Bottle and label are excellent. The box has top damage as is typical.

#83) **Dr. Daniels’ Witch Hazel**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents: 6 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Label is in excellent condition with only very minor edge wear. Used both internally and externally for whatever purpose a good Witch Hazel is required. In our last auction a similar example brought $190. That result brought out this example, only the fourth example to be recorded at auction.

#84) **Dr. Dennis, V. S. CHICK-WELL**: Bottle with paper label from the Dennis MFG Company of San Antonio, Texas. “A reliable preventive and remedy for White Diarrhea, Gapes and Limberneck…” 9 ½”x 3”x 2”. Label has the red color faded, but legible and some paper loss along the bottom edge. Previously unreported Poultry Remedy and from Texas.

#85) **Dent’s Distempering**: Bottle with paper label extending to three sides and a box from the Dent Medicine Company of Newburgh, NY. 4 ½”x 1 ½”x 1”. This was used on dogs to treat Distemper, Colds, and Fevers. Label is in excellent condition. The box is just a shell, missing all the top and bottom flaps. Dr. Dent’s Dog Medicines are always in demand, and Distemper Medicines from any company are also.

#86) **DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Veterinary and Gall Salve**: Lithographed tin with unused contents from E. G. DeWitt & Company of Chicago. 2 ½”x 2 ½”. Some light wear to the side of the lid, but overall it is in excellent condition. Scarce

#87) **Dill’s ALL-OVER Flea Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Dill Company of Norristown, PA. 4 ¾”x 2”. Images of a dog and cat on the front. Excellent condition. Only one previous example reported.

#88) **Dunlap’s Colic and Kidney Cure**: Embossed bottle with applied lip. Embossed: DUNLAP’S COLIC / KIDNEY CURE // FOR HORSES // FOR MULES. 6”x 2”x 1”. Rare veterinary CURE bottle that I have not previously offered. I have asked around and have not found anyone with a labeled example. No damage.

#89) **Fleck’s Gall Powder**: Canister with paper label and contents from the J. J. Fleck Company of Tiffin, Ohio. Colorful label illustrates a horse with a large bleeding wound on the neck. 4”x 2”. Print at the bottom reads: “for the CURE of ALL SORES.” Label is lightly toned and has some minor wear along the top and bottom edges. This is one of the most graphic Gall Powder canisters you could collect.

#90) **Fleck’s Poultry Powder**: Unopened 1 ½ pound size box with contents from the J. J. Fleck Company of Tiffin, Ohio. Used to increase egg production in Chickens, Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, and Pigeons. 9”x 4”x 2”. Illustration on the front shows a hen and rooster with their stack of eggs that won first prize. Box has some wear to the top edge with two small holes. Very colorful and one of the best poultry boxes available.

#91) **Fleck’s Poultry Powder, Large Size**: Unopened box with contents from the J. J. Fleck Company of Tiffin, Ohio. This is the 3 ¼ pound size and as such, it is only the second example of this size I have ever recorded. 8 ½”x 6”x 2 ½”. Very good color overall and it has a similar illustration on the front as the previous lot. There is an old store sticker on the upper right corner and there is some light moisture stain along the bottom edge. This package claims it is an aid to “curing chicken Cholera.” Displays great, very graphic, a top notch example.

#92) **Fleck’s Roup Powder**: Unopened wooden canister with wrap around color label and original contents from the J. J. Fleck Company of Tiffin, Ohio. Used for Roup, Canker, and colds in fowls. 3 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Label is lightly toned but displays quite well. Three previous examples have been offered over the last 21 years. The last, in 2012 brought $70. Fleck’s packaging was very colorful and always in demand.
#93) **Fleming’s Medicine #2 for Lump Jaw:** Used in cattle to treat Actinomycotic tumors. “Used successfully since 1896.” Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from the Fleming Bro. of Chicago. 3 ¾”x 1 ¾”. Bottle and label are excellent. The box is missing top flaps.

#94) **R. Franklin, Veterinary Surgeon Stoneware Bottle:** Large, quart size, English stoneware bottle with a beautiful brown glaze. 10 ½” x 4”. Incised into the bottom edge of the bottle is a stamp reading: R. FRANKLIN / VETERINARY SURGEON / WORCESTER. Undamaged, original condition. British veterinarians had a history of having their own stoneware medicine bottles produced with their stamp imprint in the bottle. These are collectible and make an interesting display.

#95) **Gilkey’s Phosphate Hog Food or Anti-Cholera Remedy:** Unopened box with contents from William Gilkey & Company of Crawfordsville, Indiana. 9”x 5 ½”x 3”. “THE GREATEST FLESH PRODUCER.” Box has an 1899 tax stamp in the upper right corner. There is some handling wear with some minor paper loss on the reverse. Illustration of Hog in top hat and carrying a cane is on the front panel. Box is currently shrink wrapped. A few of these boxes were discovered in the late 1990’s and were sucked up into collections very fast. The last example I have seen was in 2004. Neat Hog remedy.

#96) **Glover’s Imperial Cough Mixture for Dogs:** Embossed, amber bottle with paper label from the H. Clay Glover Company of New York City. Bottle is embossed: H. CLAY GLOVER / NEW YORK. Used as a cough suppressant in dogs and listed on the label as one of the ingredients is OPIUM. Label is darkened but complete. 5”x 2”x 1 ¼”. This is one of the scarcer Dr. Glover Dog Medicine to obtain.

#97) **Glover’s Imperial Distemper Cure:** Amber bottle embossed: GLOVER’ S / IMPERIAL DISTEMPER CURE / H. CLAY GLOVER / NEW YORK. 5”x 2”x 1 ½”. Dog Distemper Cure, c1900. Excellent condition.

#98) **Glover’s Imperial Mange Medicine:** Amber, embossed, and unopened bottle with paper label and original contents. Embossed: GLOVER’S IMPERIAL / MANGE MEDICINE // NEW YORK // H. CLAY GLOVER CO. 7”x 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. Some tiny nicks to the edge of the label, otherwise excellent.

#99) **Haller’s Red Hot Herb Liniment:** Embossed bottle with partial labels on the front and reverse. Bottle is embossed: THE HALLER PROPERTRARY CO. // BLAIR, NEBR. 8”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Reverse labels state that this liniment also treats Colic in horses and White Diarrhea in chicks. Labels are rough, but I thought this was a rare, embossed bottle from a very uncommon company.

#100) **Hamilton’s Old English Formula Black Oil Compound for Man & Beast:** Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, contents, and box from Kimball Bros. & Co., Enosburg Falls, VT. 4 ½”x 1 ½”. Embossed: HAMILTON’S // OLD ENGLISH // BLACK OIL. Bottle and label are mint. Box is missing all top flaps and has some tears to the front panel. Still displays very well. “DO NOT RUB” unless needed as it will blister the skin.

#101) **Dr. Herrick’s German Horse & Cattle Liniment:** Aqua, embossed bottle with paper labels on the front and back from the Dr. Herrick’s Family Medicines of New York City. Embossed: HERRICKS GERMAN / HORSE LINIMENT // DR. HERRICK’S FAMILY MEDICINE CO. 6 ½”x 2”x 1 ¼”. Labels are lightly toned but clean and complete. Bottle is c1880 with a lot of bubbles in the glass.

#102) **Dr. Hess Colic Remedy:** Embossed bottle with paper labels and box. Bottle embossed: DR. HESS & CLARK // ASHLAND, O. U.S.A. Reverse label lists Cannabis Indica as having been one of the ingredients. 8”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Box has strong color but is missing the top flaps and has a dark stain along the left side and reverse. The paper labels on the bottle are near mint, undamaged.

#103) **Dr. Hess Distemper, Fever and Cough Remedy:** Unopened bottle with paper labels, contents and box from the Dr. Hess & Clark Company of Ashland, Ohio. 6 ¼”x 2”x 1”. Bottle embossed: DR. HESS & CLARK // ASHLAND, O. U.S.A. Bottle and labels are near mint. Box has great color and has an illustration of the company factory on the front panel. The top flap is torn off but still present. One of the better looking Dr. Hess medicines.

#104) **Dr. Hess Stock Tonic:** Unopened, 1 ½ pound package with contents from Dr. Hess & Clark, Inc. of Ashland, Ohio. A conditioner and mineral supplement. The condition is excellent with only a very minor smudge here and there. Colors are bright and crisp. 6”x 3 ½”x 1 ½”. The only other example I have recorded was in my first auction, back in 1997, so we had to wait 20 years for a second example to surface.

#105) **Humphreys’ Veterinary Oil:** Embossed, wide mouth jar with complete, original contents and paper label from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York. 4 ¾”x 3 ¼”x ¾”. Labeled as for “Stable and Field Use.” Label has some minor edge nicks but is otherwise in excellent condition. Extremely hard to find with a label and usually bringing around $200 when they do turn up. No reserve on this one as it goes straight to the high bidder.

#106) **Humphreys’ D-2 Wormer for Dogs:** Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York. 2 ½”x 2 ¾”x ¾”. Scarce dog medicine put out by this company. Purple color to the box with images of a variety of dogs. Some toning to the box and wear to the corners but it displays well.
#107) **The Hygenia Egg Food**: Unopened cardboard box with contents and wrap around paper label from the Chemical Manufacturing Company of Minneapolis, MN. Looks to be pre-1900 or so in age. 5"x 5"x 2 ¼". Very graphic and colorful label. Advertised to make hens lay. Box has some minor edge wear but the front label is strong. This is another unrecorded company with this the first example I’ve seen.

#108) **International Louse Killer**: Unopened canister with a complete wrap around paper label from the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. 7"x 3". Extremely bright and colorful label illustrated with a blond haired little girl powdering her poultry with a canister of this Louse Killer. Condition is **near mint** with about the best label you are ever likely to find. You will never have to upgrade this one, don’t let it slip by.

#109) **International Medicinal Poultry Food Tonic, 25 Cent Size**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis, MN. 7 ¼"x 4 ½"x 2 ½". Bright and colorful and in excellent condition with just a touch of edge wear. This is the smaller version of the next lot.

#110) **International Medicinal Poultry Food Tonic, Three Pound Box**: This is first example of the **large size** Poultry Food Tonic that I have ever offered. Prior to this example surfacing, I was not even aware that this size existed. The package is unopened with original contents. 9"x 6"x 3". The wrap around label is bright and crisp. The poultry illustrations are on three sides. The lower left front corner has a very minor smush, as you can see in the photo. Otherwise, this rare package would have scored a 9.75 out of 10 on condition. This one is so strong it will jump off your shelf at you.

#111) **Kendall’s Spavin Treatment, Free Sample**: Bottle with partial contents, paper label, insert, and box from the Dr. B. J. Kendall Company of Enosburg Falls, VT. 5 ½"x 1 ½". Used as a veterinary liniment on horses. Printed in red ink on the label is FREE SAMPLE. Box is missing top flaps, but otherwise displays well. This is the first example of this FREE SAMPLE that I have recorded.

#112) **KineTenIK Stock Tonic and Conditioner**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the KarBraK Chemical Company of Wellsboro, PA. 8"x 5"x 4". Described as a “highly concentrated medical compound” that should be diluted with ground feed to produce your own Stock Tonic and Conditioner. Used on horses, cow, hogs, and sheep to build flesh, increase milk flow, and to enrich and cleans the blood. Excellent condition. Nice big box that really has a presence on a shelf.

#113) **KNOCK-EM-STIFF Flea Soap**: Cardboard box with used soap bar from the KNOCK-EM-STIFF Products Company of Boston. 3 ½"x 2 ½"x 1”. Some sort of Pitbull looking dog on the front. Large, light stain on the reverse, but displays well. Dog soaps used to be collected by a small but VERY aggressive group of collectors, now days most of that group are no longer collecting. Looking for new collectors to enter this area.

#114) **Kontinental Worm Powder for Horses**: Cardboard canister from the Kontinental Kompound Company of Council Bluffs, Iowa. 7"x 3”. One area of paper label is missing where an old price sticker was pulled off at some point. Never seen or heard of this remedy or the company prior to this consignment.

#115) **Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Prescription**: Unopened box with contents from the Dr. L. D. LeGear Medicine company of St. Louis, MO. This is the 1 ¼ pound box. “A TESTED POULTRY TONIC.” 7"x 4 ½"x 2 ¼”. Excellent condition.

#116) **Dr. Lesure’s Special Liniment**: Embossed bottle with paper label from Keene, NH. Embossed: DR. LESURE’S / LINIMENT/ KEENE, N.H. 6”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¾”. Label is toned and has some wear, but as with most Lesure’s medicines, this is pretty scarce and hard to find with any label. This one should be reasonably priced.

#117) **Dr. B. J. Ludwig’s Antiseptic Healing Powder**: Unopened canister with colorful paper label from the Ludwig Remedy Company of St. Louis, MO. 4 ¼”x 2”. Label is in excellent condition with strong colors. Top has some minor oxidation. This is the first and only remedy I have ever seen or heard of from this previously unreported remedy company.

#118) **Magic Antiseptic Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Magic Stock Remedy Company of Chattanooga, TN. 4 ¼”x 2”. Used for cuts, scratches and Galls. Label has two dark stains, one on the front as seen and a lesser example on the reverse. There is also some oxidation to the metal top and bottom. As this is the first example to ever be recorded, I think we can forgive some condition issues. This is only the fifth Magic Food Remedy to surface, at auction, in over 20 years. This will get some action.

#119) **Mansfield’s Magic Heave Remedy**: Unopened box with contents from the Magic Food Company of Chattanooga. I believe this to be an earlier company name than the previous lot. 6"x 3”x 1 ¼”. Box is generally toned, the red color for the word “REMEDY” is completely faded, and the box is currently in shrink wrap. While the condition of this box is not the best, the rarity is off the chart, especially for collectors who have a Magic Food wooden display stand and have never seen a medicine from the company. The census for medicines from this company has gone from four to six with this auction.
#120) **Morrison’s Fever Drops, Free Sample:** Glass vial with paper label from the James Foster Company of Bath, NH. Contents were listed as 90% Alcohol. 2 ½” x ½”. Scarce little Free Sample. The last one sold in 2003 for $70.

#121) **Moyer’s Condition Powder:** Unopened box with paper label all around and contents produced by Howard Moyer, Druggist from Quakertown, PA. 7”x 3”x 2 ½”. Used on all livestock as a “SURE AND EFFICIENT CURE” for Coughs, Distemper, and lung, kidney and bladder troubles. Package has some very small bug holes along the right edge. Good color and displays very well.

#122) **Dr. Norwood’s Veterinary Cough Mixture:** Embossed bottle with paper, and partial contents. Embossed: DR. J. N. NORWOOD // NAUGATUCK, CONN. 6 ¾”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¾”. Used for chronic cough and Heaves in horses. Label has some light toning, but displays well overall.

#123) **OCULUM:** Embossed bottle with paper label, paper insert and box from the Hancock Inoculatum Company of Salem, VA. This was used as a remedy for White Diarrhea, Cholera, and Roup in Fowls. 5 ½”x 1 ¾”x ¾”. Bottle is embossed: OCULUM. Scarce poultry remedy, especially this complete. Label is nice. The box is missing all the top flaps and one bottom flap.

#124) **Peoples Horse and Cattle Powder:** Unopened box with complete paper label and contents form the Joppa MFG. Company of Lyons, NY. 5 ½”x 3”x 3”. According to the label these powders will CURE Heaves, Yellow Water, Hide Bound, and distemper among other ailments. Front panel has the remnant of a paper label. The top has some paper wear but displays well overall.

#125) **Perfection Worm Expeller for Poultry:** Canister with paper label from the I. B. Rogers Company of Danville, IL. No contents. 3 ¼”x 1 ¾”. Label has good color, a strong poultry illustration, and excellent condition. The first example of this remedy I have recorded and only the second different poultry medicine from this company.

#126) **Pratt’s Bag Ointment:** Unopened, lithographed tin with contents from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. “A DAIRY NECESSITY.” 2 ¾”x 4”. Used on the udders of dairy cows. Some general handling wear. First example of this ointment we have recorded.

#127) **Pratt’s Hog Tonic:** Unopened box with complete paper wrapper from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. “A Scientific Treatment for Run Down Hogs.” 6 ½”x 3”x 3”. Bright, bold colors really stand out on this box. This is the first example I have recorded of this Hog Tonic. Excellent condition with just some slight wear to the left side, no problems.

#128) **Pratt’s Lice Killer:** Unopened canister with paper label and contents. 3 ¼”x 2 ½”. Red print is faded. This is a very small size and does not have a price. It might be a free sample, but it is not identified as such.

#129) **Pratt’s Veterinary Colic Cure:** Unopened, embossed bottle with paper labels, evaporated contents, insert and box. Bottle is embossed: PRATT FOOD CO. // PHILADELPHIA, PA. 6”x 2”x 1”. Bottle labels are in excellent, near mint condition. Box is very colorful and graphic, but does have the top flaps torn off. This early, c1900 CURE is quite scarce, especially in this top notch condition. Previous examples have sold for well over $100.

#130) **Pulvex Kitty & Cat Flea Powder:** Unopened canister with wrap around colorful paper label. Cartoonish cat on the front with “STOPS SCRATCHING.” 4 ½”x 2”. It has an old paper store price sticker on the side. Excellent overall with great color.

#131) **Rawleigh’s Poultry Powder:** Unopened cardboard box with contents from the W. T. Rawleigh of Freeport, Illinois. Used to increase egg production in fowls. 8”x 5”x 3”. Some handling wear and slight toning to the package overall.

#132) **Dr. Richardson’s Spavin Cure:** Unopened bottle with contents, wrap around paper label, and original wax seal over the cork from Dr. G. Richardson of Poughkeepsie, NY. 5 ½”x 2”x 1 ½”. Label is toned an even light brown. Original price on the label was $5.00, a huge price at the time. “WARRENTED TO CURE BONE SPavin, RING BONE, CURB, SPLINTS & C.” References are printed on the reverse of the label. Another previously unrecorded veterinary medicine and this is a cure.

#133) **Dr. Roberts Poultry Capsules:** Large flat tin with a hinged lid and a paper label from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, WI. 5 ¾”x 4 ¾”x ¾”. Very good condition, but no contents.

#134) **Dr. Rutherford’s Spasmodic Colic Cure:** Bottle with paper label and box from Drs. Rutherford and Rutherford of Dallas, Texas. 6 ½”x 2”x 1”. Bottle has some dried contents in the interior. The label has some toning generally and some wear to the bottom edge. The box is missing all the top flaps and is cracked down the left side. It is a rare cure and from Texas. Not many veterinary remedies have been found from Texas and this auction has a few of those.

#135) **SAL-O-VET Poultry Tonic:** Unopened, 1 ½ pound package with contents from the Feil MFG Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. “A TONIC WHICH PUTS Poultry ON CONDITION TO LAY.” 6”x 6”x 2”. Excellent condition with superb crisp colors and a great look. Minor corner wear and some light smudges. Package is dated 1914. SAL-O-VET medicines are very hard to come by as I have recorded only five examples over the last 20 years, and NONE were this Poultry Tonic. This is the first example to be offered in a VCR auction.
#136) **SAL-O-VET Lice Powder, Free Sample**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Feil MFG Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. 3"x 1 ¾". Illustration on the front is a hen held upside down and having this lice powder dusted over it. There is some staining to the right side of the label and oxidation to the top. Just like that, we have two previously unreported SAL-O-VET remedies in this auction. This Lice Powder is a free sample.

#137) **Sergeant’s Arsenic and Iron Pills, for Dogs**: Square, metal, lithographed tin from the Polk Miller Drug Company of Richmond, VA. This is an early, c1900 tin. 1 ¾"x 1 ¼"x 1". One side panel is printed with “POISONOUS.” Some wear to the edge of the lid and a small slightly faded area at the “LS” in “PILLS.” This was used as a Tonic for dogs in poor condition and a blood purifier. You know: What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger. Scare dog medicine tin

#138) **Sergeant’s Mange Medicine for Dogs**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents form the Polk Miller Corp. of Richmond, VA. 8" 2 ½"x 1 ½". Early small metal screw closure is embossed: SERGEANT’S. Used as an aid in treating Sarcoptic Mange. Excellent condition overall.

#139) **Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powder**: This is one of the earliest and most graphic veterinary tins of all time. It is truly an iconic must for any collection and will be a top shelf piece. This multi-colored, lithographed labeled tin is c1870-80 and has an extremely detailed and graphic label surrounding the tin, including the lid. 5"x 4 ¼". This Condition Powder was produced by the I. S. Johnson Company of Boston. It uses the name and image of General Sheridan who led the Union Cavalry during the Civil War. The central illustration of the General is a copy of a famous painting depicting him leading a cavalry charge at the Battle of Winchester in Virginia. The reverse has a bucolic farmyard scene with children and livestock. There is some paper loss to the left side not involving the front panel, and some losses along the lid's edge. The overall label is age toned and has typical spotlessness for paper this old. I doubt the I. S. Johnson Company paid any royalties to General Sheridan or the painter. The last example we sold, in this condition was in 2012 and it brought $350. This one goes to your high bid.

#140) **Sniteman’s X-Ray Liniment, the Great Horse & Cattle Remedy**: Here we have the tallest veterinary patent medicine bottle of all time. It stands an impressive 12” tall and is embossed: SNITEMAN’S X-RAY LINIMENT. It was produced by the Sniteman Company of Neillsville, Wisconsin. This liniment comes with the original, unopened contents, a paper label, and the box. The label has a tiny bit of staining in spots along the very edge. The box, which is just as impressive as the bottle is missing some of the top flaps and has some minimal top edge wear. An iconic, huge bottle that should be in every collection.

#141) **Dr. J. M. Stewart’s Lightning Colic Remedy**: Drench bottle with paper label, contents, attached corkscrew, and box manufactured by the Strohauer Sons Company of Caro, Michigan. I was able to find an obituary for a company employee who worked for the company from 1900-1913, so this gives us some dating info on this rare Colic Remedy. 9 ½"x 2 ½". The label wraps completely around the bottle and is in near mint condition. The box is missing all the top flaps and has some label chipping along the top edge of all panels. The front panel displays quite well and has great appeal with the bottle. Only one previous example has ever been recorded, that one sold in a McMurray Drug Store Auction in 2011 bringing a hammer price of $400. The consigner assured me he did not purchase that example and would be very happy with a similar result. I’d expect that to be a ballpark result for this one. Let’s see what the market decides. No reserve.

#142) **Standard Spavin Paste**: Unopened milk glass jar with full contents, paper label and box from the Standard Stock Food Company of Omaha, NE. 3"x 2"x 2". The label completely wraps around the jar and is in excellent condition with just some very minor bleeding of the red border color, in some places. The box has had some tape repairs on the inside but display very well with the jar. This is the first offering of this Spavin treatment. Used for all “Bony Exudations” on horses.

#143) **Dr. Sylvester’s Specific for Colic and Tympanitis in Horses and Mules**: Unopened bottle with paper labels and contents from the A. Aaron’s Company of New Orleans, LA. 4 ½"x 1 ¼"x 1 ¼”. Excellent condition, clean and bright with a strong red and black color. Rare Southern veterinary patent medicine.

#144) **Tetanus Antitoxin**: Original syringe vial with paper label, paper inserts and original wooden box with slide lid from the H. K. Mulford Company of Philadelphia, PA. No contents. Wooden box is 6"x 2 ¼"x 1 ¼”. Original condition as it looks unused and contents have evaporated.

#145) **Turkey Tone**: Bottle with labels on the front and reverse from C. J. Martin & Sons of Austin, Texas. This was used to treat Blackhead, Yellow Diarrhea, and Cholera in Turkeys. 8"x 2 ½"x 1 ¼”. Labels are lightly toned and have a little damage along the bottom edge. First medicine I have seen or heard of from this company.

#146) **Wilbur’s Golden Healing Oil Box**: Box only, no bottle. Cardboard box with wrap around paper label from the Wilbur Seed Meal Company of Milwaukee, WI. This is a pre-1900 company name. 8 ¼"x 2 ¼"x 1 ¼”. “An Antiseptic Balsam that Draws, Soothes, Cleanses, and Heals.” The illustration on the front is of a farmer treating a Barb-wire cut on his horse. The condition is about average or a little above. The label is darkened and has splits only the edges of the box. It is also missing all the top flaps. However, the consigner and I both agree that if you have a Golden Healing Oil bottle without a box, you can double its value with the addition of this box.
#147) **Dr. Wood’s Specific for Dogs / The Remedy for Distemper & Colds**: Bottle with dried contents, paper label and box from Dr. Charles Woods & Sons of Lowell, MA. 3 ¾” x 1 ¼” x ¾”. Label extends to three sides and is in excellent condition. The bottle top has some oxidation. The box is missing all the top flaps. This is only the second remedy from Dr. Wood’s that we have recorded.

**Instruments**

#148) **German Veterinary Saddle Bag with Complete Contents**: Leather saddle bag embossed on the front “VET-SATTELTSACHE and made by Hauptner of Berlin. The interior contains a stainless steel instrument sterilization kit, weights for a scale in a custom wooden box, an instrument kit, hoof knife, and syringes. All are in custom leather holders. The amazing thing is that **ALL OF IT IS IN UNUSED, PERFECT CONDITION**. The leather exterior has some wear and the lock is intact, but no key. I put a large number of photos on the website, but if you need more detailed information, please call. The overall size of this amazing instrument set is 11” x 4” x 8”. I’m guessing that this might be World War I vintage, but that is just a guess.

#149) **Calf Weaner**: Metal calf weaner with spikes on the right and left sides. One tie-down loop is broken. Unusual example

#150) **Branding Iron**: Metal branding iron with a “T” brand and a wooden handle. 18” long with old white tape wrapped around part of the handle to improve the grip. This one was used.

#151) **Gutta Percha Horse Syringe**: Dose syringe made of an early plastic-like material called Gutta Percha. c1850. Syringe is 15” long overall.

#152) **Metal Horse Syringe**: 15” dose syringe for livestock with a metal cylinder and a wooden plunger. Impressive syringe you can scare your children with.

#153) **Large Animal Speculum**: This is a very early metal speculum made of iron, possibly blacksmith made. 15” in length.

**Group Lots**

#154) **Barker’s Lot of three (3)**: Three remedies that are all unopened with contents from the Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia. Hog Worm Powder, Chick Diarrhea Remedy, and Poultry Worm Oil. Condition overall is average.

#155) **Dr. LeGear Group of Four (4)**: Four unopened boxes with contents. Poultry Prescription, Stock Powder (2), and Hog Worm Powder. Two are in excellent condition, two are average.

#156) **Poultry Lot of Six (6)**: Six poultry related remedies from six different makers. Condition overall is very good. Lot contains: Revenge Lice Destroyer, Pratt’s N-K Capsules, Dr. Hess Poultry Worm Tablets, Walko Tablets, Lee’s Tonax, and Bee Dee for Poultry.

#157) **Veterinary Bottle Lot of Five (5)**: All bottles have screw top closures and paper labels, three have boxes. Condition overall is very good. Lot contains: Dr. Daniels’ C. C. & F. Drops, Kendall’s Counter-irritant, Fleming’s Medicines #1 and #2, and Sloan’s Liniment.

#158) **Veterinary Bottle Lot of Ten (10)**: All bottles are embossed. Dr. Daniels’ (5) including Colic Cure #1 & #2, Humphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies (3), Save-The-Horse spavin Remedy, and Glover’s Mange Medicine.

#159) **Dr. Daniels’ Remedies, Lot of Nineteen (19)**: This group lot is for the beginning collector or the eBay seller. There are nine (9) bottles. Only one has a label and eight are embossed. There are eight (8) tins, most of which have some level of rust. One box for Colic Drops and one box of Horse Renovator with a dozen individual doses. Condition overall ranges from very good to very poor.

**Bidding Ends Saturday February 24, 2018**